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Notes on the Freygish Article 

 

The Freygish Mode article was written in 1993 while I was working at the University of Graz 

Austria. The article has had a convoluted history, having been accepted numerous times for 

publication only to be thwarted by office fires, changes of editorship and forgetfulness, so I stopped 

submitting it and have bean using it in various courses. It has also been quoted and used in 

various publications, curriculae and online discussions. 

 

As far as I know it is the largest study of klezmer modes, but it is still a work in progress. 

Some of the changes I will make upon reworking will include the following: 

 

1) I would like to dispense with the cantorial terminology and would rather use the Turkish makam 

system's terminology. The modulatory gestures are perhaps closer to and matched in their 

diversity with the Turkish makam system.  

 

2) I would dispense with the teaching of the modes as scales altogether. Using tetrachords and 

trichords not only saves space, but is a more accurate and flexible way to present the modes and 

their modulations. It is also time-honored, as the makam system continues to use tetrachords, and 

occicental music began with tetrachords as well. I have been using tetrachords for years now, and 

have found that even beginning students can grasp these, whereas scales present perception 

problems for even advanced students. 

 

3) This work is part of a larger work on modulation in all the modes of klezmer music, and as such 

only gives one corner of the system. I chose it because the freygish mode, due to its interval 

structure offers perhaps the widest modulatory possibilies. 

 

When asked, I used to send hard copies to people, and since the work is as yet unpublished, it has 

often been used by many people without due credit given. I am generous with letting people view it 

but would also appreciate being given proper credit if it is used in any way. Credit should read as 

follows: 

 

Horowitz, Joshua, The Klezmer Freygish Shteyger: Mode, Sub-mode and Modal 

Progression, 1993. Manuscript pending publication.  

 


































































































































